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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

The 16th of June 1818, the failure of the Giétro glacier in the Swiss Alps provoked an outburst
ﬂood that devastated the Bagnes valley, causing 34 deaths and major damages to buildings,
road system, hydraulic infrastructures and crops. This disaster had a major impact on the
economy of the valley and created a great movement of solidarity. It remains today a wellknown historical natural disaster. In order to reconstruct the course of the wave and to map
the ﬂood, we used an interdisciplinary approach by crossing historical and geomorphological
data. We ﬁrst compiled and mapped the large number of historical data available in the local
and state archives. These data were then completed by geomorphological observations
made on the ﬁeld and on numerical documents. The resulting map presents the spatial
extent of the ﬂood and water depths. This article shows the validity of interdisciplinary
approaches for reconstructing past natural disasters.
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1. Introduction
In mountain areas, water-related events, such as ﬂoods
and debris ﬂows, are among the most common hazards
that the local populations are facing. Glacial lake outburst ﬂoods represent a speciﬁc type of ﬂood, caused
by the failure of an ice or moraine dam impounding
a lake, provoking the sudden discharge of the water
body (Clague & O’Connor, 2015; Harrison et al.,
2018). The phenomenon is much more brutal compared to ﬂoods due to intense rainfalls, because a
large volume of water is discharged in a very short
time. Furthermore, the onset of the phenomenon
may be ‘hidden’ in remote areas. Glacial lake outburst
ﬂoods can have large impact on the morphology of the
valleys, by provoking strong erosion in some places and
the deposition of huge amounts of sediments in others
locations, including large boulders (Cenderelli & Wohl,
2003; Costa, 1983; Kershaw et al., 2005). The marks in
the landscape can thus potentially be preserved several
decades or centuries after the event (e.g. Baker, 2002;
Rudoy, 2002).
Glacial lakes can form in diﬀerent situations: they
can be supraglacial, englacial, subglacial, proglacial,
or juxtaglacial (i.e. in between a glacier tongue and
the valley slope). The water body can also take place
in the main valley behind a tributary glacier (Clague
& O’Connor, 2015). In the current context of deglaciation, the number of such lakes tends to increase
(Carrivick & Quincey, 2014). By nature, ice dams are
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fragile and each situation can lead to the rupture.
Water usually drains through cracks or tunnels
through the dam. By thermal and mechanical erosion,
the tunnel can enlarge, which in turns leads to the
quick emptying of the lake (Björnsson, 2010). The
draining is usually much more brutal when failure
occurs due to increased hydrostatic pressure, provoking sudden rupture (Clague & O’Connor, 2015).
Other situations concern water pocket outburst (Vincent et al., 2010), including jökulhlaups (e.g. Roberts,
2005), and overtopping of the lake due to snow, ice
or rock avalanche in the lake (Harrison et al., 2018).
A large number of glacial lake outburst ﬂoods have
been reported in the Alps, in particular in Switzerland
(Haeberli, 1983). Such events occurred several times in
the Bagnes valley (Swiss Alps) during the Little Ice Age,
due to the damming of the Dranse de Bagnes River by
lateral glaciers. The last major event occurred in June
1818, when an ice dam built by the Giétro glacier
(Figure 1) broke up, discharging suddenly 20 million
cubic meters of water in the valley (Escher de la
Linth, 1818; Gard, 1988; Payot et al., 2018). This
event is known as the Giétro outburst ﬂood (La débâcle
du Giétro in French), and is often mentioned in the literature (e.g. Carrivick & Tweed, 2016; Haeberli, 1983).
It is by far the most signiﬁcant disaster of this type that
occurred in Switzerland during the last centuries and is
one of the world’s most documented glacial lake outburst ﬂood (Ancey et al., 2019a). It devastated all the
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Figure 1. (a) Location of the Bagnes valley in the Swiss Alps, with the Giétro glacier and the location of the 1818 ice cone (star). (b)
The ice cone (regenerated glacier) and the lake in spring 1818. Unsigned drawing, attributed to Théophile Steinen. (c) The ice cone
in 1920. Photographer unknown © ETH-Bibliothek Zürich, Bildarchiv. (d) View on the Giétro glacier in August 2017, with the Little
Ice Age moraines (arrows) and the approximate frontal position of the glacier in 1818 (star). Downside is the Mauvoisin dam lake.
Photo C. Lambiel.

valley down to the city of Martigny on a distance of
about 35 km, killing 34 people and destroying hundreds of buildings as well as the road system and
hydraulic infrastructures. To commemorate the bicentenary of the event, an interdisciplinary conference
gathering together geographers, glaciologists, historians and anthropologists was organized in June 2018,
in order to better understand the causes and consequences of the disaster (Annales valaisannes, 2019).
The understanding and reconstruction of past disasters, such as ﬂoods or snow avalanches, generally
requires the use of methods derived from natural and
social sciences (Benito et al., 2004; Winiwarter et al.,
2013). Indeed, the geomorphological ‘witnesses’ of
the events are not always suﬃcient and must be completed by analyses of the memory of societies, either
archaeological, written or oral. The history of natural
disasters can then be investigated through geohistorical
approaches (e.g. Giacona et al., 2017). This has been
especially done for ﬂood events by using physical
data together with historical documents (e.g. Benito
et al., 2004). Typical paleohydrological data include
boulder deposits, lateral and vertical accretion of ﬁne-

grained sediments and erosion edges (Macklin et al.,
1992; Jones et al., 2010; Wilhelm et al., 2019). Historical
data are very diverse, since they can include images,
maps, chronicles, articles in newspapers, technical
reports, etc. Such documents are especially useful for
the reconstruction of the spatial extent of ﬂoods that
occurred before the invention of the photography
and prior to instrumentation records (e.g. Brázdil
et al., 2006; Himmelsbach et al., 2015). The combining
of these data can then be used to reconstruct ﬂood
extent and water level (Wilhelm et al., 2019).
This approach has been used to map the spatial
extent of the ﬂood and to assess the water depths
caused by the Giétro outburst ﬂood (See Main map).
The aim of this article is to present the map of the
ﬂood and the methodology used to achieve it. In a
ﬁrst section, we describe the disaster itself, before presenting the way followed to reconstruct the ﬂood
extent, based mainly on historical and geomorphological data. We give then a general overview of the map
and present few sectors of particular interest for illustrating the methodology, before discussing the results
and the limitations of the study.
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2. The Giétro outburst ﬂood
The Giétro outburst ﬂood was due to the break-up of
an ice dam built by the Giétro glacier in the Bagnes valley (Swiss Alps) (Figure 1(a)). In the early nineteenth
century, the terminus of the glacier reached steep
rocky slopes (Figure 1(d)), from where ice avalanches
triggered to build eventually a regenerated glacier
down valley (Figure 1(b,c) + Main map). Following
the Tambora eruption in April 1815 and the consecutive ‘Year without summer’ in 1816 (Brönnimann &
Krämer, 2016; D’Arcy Wood, 2015), the regenerated
glacier grew rapidly, reaching a volume of ∼10 million
cubic meters in Spring 1818 (Funk et al., 2019). This
blocked the ﬂow of the Dranse de Bagnes River,
which led to the formation of a lake of 30 million
cubic meters (Escher de la Linth, 1818).
Having in mind the outburst ﬂood of the Giétro glacier in 1595 that devasted the valley and killed 140
people (Bridel, 1818), the inhabitants of the valley
alerted the authorities of the canton of Valais. To prevent a new disaster, the latter mandated the cantonal
engineer Ignace Venetz for mitigating the crisis. The
solution imagined by Venetz was to empty the lake by
digging a tunnel through the ice cone some meters
above the lake level, so that the water would drain
through the tunnel once reached its base, and, by thermal and mechanical erosion, would lower down the
tunnel ﬂoor, which would gradually empty the lake
(see Payot et al., 2018 and Ancey et al., 2019a for
additional details). The works were performed between
the 11th of May and the 13th of June 1818. This allowed
for the release of 10 million cubic meters of water, but in
the meantime provoked a strong erosion at the base of
the ice cone by the waterfall created by the ﬂow, as well
as water inﬁltration through the ice and the sediment
below the glacier. After several precursor signals, the
ice dam broke up the 16th of June at 4:30 pm, letting
the 20 million cubic meters of remaining water emptying in 30 minutes. The peak discharge was estimated
between 8000 et 15,000 m3/s (Ancey et al., 2019a,
2019b; Funk et al., 2019). Charged with ice, sediment
and wood, the ﬂood devastated the valley and reached
the city of Martigny one hour and half later, before getting to the Rhone River, at 459 m a.s.l.
Despite the alarm system settled up, the wave killed
34 persons, mainly in the city of Martigny, as well as a
large number of domestic animals (Payot et al., 2018).
365 buildings were destroyed, among them houses,
chalets, granaries, mills and stables. All the 17 bridges
of the valley were destroyed, as well as numerous
road sections. A high number of parcels (meadows,
ﬁelds, orchards) were taken away, destroyed or covered
by sediment, causing an important economic impact
for a valley whose economy relied mainly on agriculture. The Giétro outburst ﬂood had repercussions in
several domains, from the history of glaciology (the

Glacial theory emerged at this occasion) to the mitigation of natural hazards. It impressed strongly and durably the local population and remains a well-known
event nowadays (Hugon-Duc, 2018).
This event can be considered as an uncommon glacial lake outburst ﬂood, because (1) the dam consisted
of a regenerated glacier and thus resulted from a cascading process and (2) because the dam failure was
due to an artiﬁcial tunnel, even if without any human
intervention the dam would have failed anyway, provoking a much bigger disaster (Funk et al., 2019).

3. Material and methods
To reconstruct the spatial extent of the ﬂood, we have
adopted an interdisciplinary approach (Reynard et al.,
2019) by compiling both historical sources and geomorphological observations (Table 1), and considering
also the simulations of Ancey et al. (2019a, 2019b) in
the area of Martigny, where fewer data exist.
3.1. Historical sources
The Giétro outburst ﬂood is one of the most documented disaster of this type (Funk et al., 2019).
Because it had a dramatic impact for the population
and the economy of the valley, the historical sources
about the disaster are numerous: more than 500
sources have been reported in two recent studies (Corboz, 2015; Payot et al., 2018). These sources are conserved in diﬀerent institutions, the main ones being
the Archives of the canton of Valais (ACV) and those
of the commune of Martigny and of the Grand-SaintBernard hospice (see Reynard et al., 2019 for details).
The archives contain information on damages to the
human infrastructures, reports on the reach of the
ﬂood, works carried out before the outburst for mitigating the crises and reconstruction works. Only the
documentation that mention explicitly the ﬂood was
used, in particular reports of experts sent on the spot,
chronicles by local observers and declarations of victims. The most useful data are the one about destructions of buildings, bridges, roads, hydraulic
infrastructures and those containing information
about the damaged properties, like meadows, ﬁelds,
orchards, stables, hay lofts or houses. Data indicating
if the property was removed or covered by sediment
were also very useful (Reynard et al., 2019). Each
source that mentioned the disaster was inserted in a
database containing 8 attributes (Table 2): identiﬁer,
archive number, origin, location, type of document
(report, chronicle, list of damages, etc.), type of damage
(human, infrastructure, crops, other) and a brief
description of the document. A total of 151 documents
were used. The location of the damages and their categorization were then inserted in a GIS. We also took
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Table 1. Places where historical and/or geomorphological data are available. They are indicated on the map, together with the
water depth for a part of them. They can also be visualized on the mapviewer of Swisstopo www.map.geo.admin.ch.
Swiss
coordinates

Altitude (m
a.s.l.)

Type of source

Remark

Mauvoisin gorge
Madzeria
No name
Le Tseppi
Bonatchiesse (camping)
Bonatchiesse (hamlet)
Brecholey
Fionnay
Plamproz
Le Vintsiè
Lourtier
Fregnoley
Champsec

592’540/94’850
592’470/95’020
592’090/95’390
591’920/95’790
591’700/96’300
591’470/96’670
590’850/96’070
589’850/97’900
588’850/98’250
587’650/99’130
587’000/99’430
585’580/100’350
584’900/100’600

1730
1720
1650
1620
1590
1570
1560
1490
1360
1240
1110
950
900

historical
historical
geomorphological
geomorphological
geomorphological
historical
historical / geomorphological
historical / geomorphological
historical / geomorphological
historical
historical / geomorphological
geomorphological
historical / geomorphological

Versegères
Prarreyer
Le Châble

584’300/101’650
583’750/102’000
582’530/103’300

860
840
815

geomorphological
historical / geomorphological
historical / geomorphological

East of Sembrancher
Sembrancher
La Monnaie
Bovernier
Les Valettes
Martigny-Croix
Martigny-Bourg

578’800/102’900
577’770/103’100
575’450/103’100
572’750/103’350
571’800/102’930
570’490/103’900
570’900/104’350

720
710
665
610
590
500
490

historical / geomorphological
historical
historical
historical
historical
historical
historical

Martigny
Le Guercet
Rhone river

571’750/105’600
574’400/106’500
572’300/107’930

470
460
460

historical
historical
historical

bridge destroyed
buildings destroyed
erosion edges, block deposits
gorge
block deposits, alluvial fan
hamlet destroyed
hamlet spared / erosion edges
hamlet destroyed / block deposits
hamlet destroyed / block deposits
information on the water depth
hamlet destroyed / block deposits
block deposits
hamlet destroyed / block deposits, alluvial fan, erosion
edges
erosion edges
buildings destroyed / erosion edges
buildings destroyed, detailed information on the
ﬂooded places / erosion edges
ﬁelds ﬂooded / sediment deposits and paleo channels
detailed information on the ﬂooded places
road destroyed
village spared
village spared
buildings destroyed
buildings destroyed, detailed information on the
water depth
buildings destroyed, information on the ﬂooded places
information on the ﬂooded places
Information on the width of the ﬂood and on the
existence of diﬀerent branches

Location

Table 2. Example of sources used to outline the ﬂood extent. ACV: Archives of the canton of Valais.
Type of damages
ID

Archive
number

Archive
location

Location

Date

Type of
document

Hum.

Infr.

42

3 DTP
30.2.1/4

ACV

Lourtier

1818

Chronicle

75

3 DTP
30.1.1/3/
13

ACV

Sembrancher

1818

Chronicle

93

3 DTP
30.1.2/125
3 DTP
28.4/8

ACV

Champsec

n.d.

List of
damages

x

ACV

Brocard

1818

Report

x

131

into consideration accounts on the water depth and on
the extent of the ﬂood made by witnesses present
during the ﬂood event or having observed the damages
the days after (e.g. Bridel, 1818; Escher de la Linth,
1818). Most of these data have been summarized by
Gard (1988), Corboz (2015), Payot et al. (2018) and
Hugon-Duc (2018).
3.2. Geomorphological data
The large volume of water released in so little time has
inevitably impacted the morphology of the valley,
inducing strong lateral erosion in narrow sections
and deposition of large amounts of debris in the gentler
slopes and broader sections (See Main map). The morphology of the valley is thus an important controlling

Crops

Other

x
x

x

x

x

Short description of the document
«Le hameau du Glarier, dépendant de Lourtier et
constitué de 12 maisons est entièrement
détruit.»
«[…] la débâcle arrive bientôt à St. Brancher qui,
outre la perte de ses récoltes des terres basses
près du bourg a à regretter 2 hommes, 2
femmes, 1 enfant et 8 granges […]»
«15 maisons / 34 raccards / 8 greniers / 2 moulins /
1 boulangerie / 2 foulons / 3 martinets ou forges
/ 7 granges / 5 écuries / 1 pont»
«La route allant du Brocard à Valette ne peut plus
suivre l’ancien tracé car celui-ci est ruiné et il y a
un nouveau ravin (Tiercelin).»

factor for the erosion or deposition processes. Here,
we are dealing with a sudden and extreme event
which could mobilize large boulders, which is not possible with a conventional ﬂood (Turzewski et al., 2019).
The best markers of the event are thus the boulder
accumulations in the ﬂat sectors where deposition prevailed. Braided-river deposits located at distance of the
current river bed may also be linked to the event. As the
latter is, by far, the most important of the two last centuries, these geomorphological evidences could be
attributed to the 1818 disaster with a high level of certainty. Eventually, erosion scars can be present all along
the valley. Their attribution to this single event is however tricky and care must be taken with such markers.
To identify the morphological signatures of the
ﬂood, we ﬁrst made a systematic analysis on the ﬁeld,
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from the place of the outburst up to the Martigny area.
In particular, we visited all the relatively ﬂat sections
where sediments were potentially deposited. We also
paid a special care to the erosion edges located at the
base of alluvial fans of lateral torrents or in the alluvial
plain of the Dranse de Bagnes River. These ﬁeld observations were completed by the analysis of historical
aerial and terrestrial images dating back to the years
1930–1950. They helped to observe the landscape
before the rapid expansion of the villages during the
second part of the twentieth century and before the
building of the Mauvoisin hydroelectric dam in the
1950s, which has strongly impacted the discharge of
the Dranse de Bagnes River. Another source of information was the shaded digital elevation model (DEM)
of Swisstopo SwissAlti3D. Thanks to its 50 cm resolution, it allowed the observation of numerous details
that are often not detectable on the ﬁeld, especially in
forested sectors. It was particularly useful to observe
relict channels and sediment accumulations in the alluvial plain. Old maps such as the Siegfried, the Dufour
and the Napoléon maps (see Reynard, 2009 for a
description of technical characteristics) were also consulted. All these documents can be visualized on the
map viewer of Swisstopo www.map.geo.admin.ch
3.3. Creation of the map
The mapping of the ﬂood extent was completed in Arc
GIS 10.5.1 at the 1:25,000 scale on the Swiss topographic basemap with the following procedure:
(1) The damages reported in the archive documents,
in particular, the building destroyed, were systematically mapped. Similarly, the sectors spared by
the wave were also mapped. Additional information coming from the narratives of the disaster
that gave insights on the sectors aﬀected by the
ﬂood and on the possible water depths was also
used. These historical data permitted us to outline
the extent of the ﬂood and to estimate the water
depth in given locations;
(2) Sediment accumulations that could be attributed
to the disaster were reported on the map from
aerial images and ﬁeld visits. This includes
both boulder berms and ﬁner sediment deposits,
present under the form of alluvial fans or other
typical ﬂuvial deposits. The top of the deposits
gave indications on the water elevation during
the ﬂood;
(3) Lateral erosion edges linked with the Holocene
and recent evolution of the Dranse River were
systematically mapped from aerial images, DEM
and ﬁeld visits. Where their elevation corresponded to the water level estimated by historical
data, they were considered as possibly linked with
the 1818 ﬂood;

(4) The crossing of these historical and geomorphological data allowed us to map locally the lateral
extent of the ﬂood;
(5) From this, we calculated the water depth by
measuring on the DEM the altitude diﬀerence
between the current river bed and the top of the
water level reached during the ﬂood, giving thus
the maximal water depth on a transect proﬁle.
This was done for locations with the highest level
of certainty. It is worth to note that the obtained
values are altitudes above the current river bed,
since those before the ﬂood are not known;
(6) The water depths calculated in single locations
were used to assess water depths in similar topographies, for which no information was available.
This principle of analogy permitted us eventually
to outline the ﬂood extent, using the topographic
map and the DEM data.

4. Results
The map presents the spatial extent of the ﬂood provoked by the Giétro outburst ﬂood from the ice dam
up to the junction with the Rhone River (See Main
map). Also represented are the boulders deposits, the
erosion edges that we considered as possibly linked
with the 1818 ﬂood, as well as the location of the
bridges and of the groups of buildings destroyed,
classiﬁed by their number. The locations where water
depths could be assessed are indicated and completed
by ﬁve cross-proﬁles of selected places.
The ﬁrst reference to the course of the wave in historical documents concerns a 25 m deep gorge located
1 km downstream of the ice dam at Mauvoisin, which
led water raise up to 8 m higher than the gorge and the
destruction of the ﬁrst bridge (See Main map). One
kilometer downstream at Le Tseppi, a second 30 m
deep gorge had the same inﬂuence on the wave, accelerating the current. Just downstream, the widening of
the valley in the sector of Bonatchiesse caused the slowing down of the water and consecutively the deposit of
large amounts of sediments. The hamlet of Bonatchiesse was completely destroyed by the wave (70 buildings). Particularly spectacular is the boulder
accumulation on about 15 ha in the center of the valley
(Figures 2 and 3). Their petrography excludes any
rockfall deposit and indicates thus that the blocks
must have been transported from upstream. The
DEM shows that the blocks are located at the surface
of an alluvial fan with several relict channels (Figure
2), which excludes any glacial transport and indicates
thus a ﬂuvial deposit. Given its old facies (well-developed vegetation cover with forest, presence of lichens
on the boulders), the deposit can be attributed to the
Giétro event. The elevation diﬀerence between the
current river bed and the highest point of the fan is
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about 7 m. This value gives us an indication on the
maximum water depth during the ﬂood. Just downstream of Bonatchiesse the valley narrows and two 10
m high terraces are visible on each side of the river
(Figure 4). They probably indicate the maximum
water level reached by the ﬂood, which may have
been 15 m here. This can be considered as a maximum
value, as no building was destroyed in Brecholey, a
hamlet located just above the terrace on the left side
of the Dranse River. The combination of all these
data allowed the outline of the ﬂood to be delimited
with a high level of certainty in this sector (Figure 5).
Large destructions occurred in the three following
hamlets of Fionnay, Plamproz and Lourtier, where a
total of 172 buildings were destroyed (See Main
map). Various historical sources talk of a mass of
water mixed with wood from destroyed buildings and
from forests, and report the deposit of huge masses
of rocks and strong lateral erosion that destroyed the
road in several sectors (Bridel, 1818; Escher de la
Linth, 1818).
The most aﬀected village is Champsec, where 77
buildings were destroyed. Unlike Bonatchiesse, this village was inhabited all year long. The valley is relatively
large and ﬂat here, which permitted the deposition of a
large amount of sediments, as shown by the convex
cross-proﬁle and the presence of boulders in the middle
of the valley (Figures 6 and 7). Maximum water depth
can be estimated to have been 6 meters, according to
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the cross-proﬁle. North-West of the village, a small
dry valley probably indicates that the ﬂood separated
into two branches after having deposited the main sediment load, one following the current river channel and
the other one passing through the village before getting
along the base of the large Versegères alluvial fan. Given
the large size of this dry valley, it is however probable
that it had been already dug by former outburst
ﬂoods, in particular the one of 1595. This interpretation
is attested by a letter written by an observer the day after
the disaster, which mention that the river was digging
below the hamlet of La Montoz that was about to collapse (Hugon-Duc, 2018, p. 21).
Champsec is the last place were big boulders were
deposited. From here downstream, most of the sediment load was made of sand, gravel, pebbles and
small blocks. The wave reached Le Châble 40 minutes
after the break-up of the dam. The bridge that crosses
the river in the middle of the village resisted longtime
before breaking, which blocked the wood transported,
causing a dam and a consecutive ﬂood of a part of
the village. The water raised up to 16 m high in this
incised section (See Main map).
Downstream, the sector of Sembrancher is relatively
wide and ﬂat, which caused the ﬂooding of large surfaces. On the agricultural plain located at the East of
the village, a micro topography made of elongated
mounds separated by shallow channels is particularly
well evidenced by the shaded DEM (Figure 8). This

Figure 2. Shaded DEM (SwissAlti3D) of the Bonatchiesse sector. Well visible is the alluvial fan with the channels built by the outburst ﬂood southeast of Bonatchiesse (dotted white line), as well as the two terraces (black arrows). The star shows the location of
the boulders on Figure. 3. The topographic cross-proﬁle through the fan shows the thickness of the deposits. Red squares are the
current buildings. Reproduced by permission of swisstopo (BA19054).
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Figure 3. Boulders present in the Bonatchiesse sector on the alluvial fan (See Figure 2 for location).

Figure 4. Erosion edge upstream of Brecholey that shows the probable maximum water level during the event (See Figure 2 for
location).

Figure 5. The ﬂood extent in the Bonatchiesse and Brecholey sector.

indicates the signiﬁcant deposition of sediments. Maximal water depth must have been 6 meters here. A systematic inventory of the damages for this village

contains the type of sediments deposited on each plot
of land (Reynard et al., 2019). On both ﬂat sectors upand downstream the village various grain sizes are
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Figure 6. The ﬂood extent between Lourtier and Champsec. The sketch shows the topographic cross-proﬁle through the Champsec
plain, from the Versegères alluvial fan (near La Montoz) up to the current river bed of the Dranse River to the ENE, with the convex
section due to the sediment deposits. The shaded DEM shows nicely the dry valley (arrow). Reproduced by permission of swisstopo
(BA19054).

Figure 7. Left: Location of the boulders deposited in Champsec during the outburst ﬂood (dotted line). Aerial photography of 1935,
reproduced by permission of swisstopo (BA19054). Right: Close view on one boulder.

reported, from sand to small blocks, with the domination of sand and gravels. The database indicates however that erosion occurred as well on nearly all plots.
This probably shows that, after having deposited the
sediment load, the ﬂood eroded locally some sectors.

Despite the ﬂooding of a large part of the village, almost
no houses were destroyed, probably because of lower
ﬂow velocities compared to Champsec, for instance,
as well as prior deposition of large quantities of sediments on the ﬂat and large sector East of the village.
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Figure 8. The ﬂood extent in the Sembrancher sector. The shaded DEM shows well the morphology of the ﬂuvial deposits East of
the village (dotted line). Reproduced by permission of swisstopo (BA19054).

Between Sembrancher and Martigny the valley is
generally narrow, which favored erosion of the banks
(See Main map). Ninety minutes after the outburst,
the wave reached the area of Martigny. From historical
data, we can estimate that the water raised up to 3
meters in Martigny-Bourg. It is indeed reported that
mud ﬁlled the houses up to the ﬁrst ﬂoor.
From Martigny-Bourg, Bridel (1818) reports that
the ﬂood divided then into three branches, one following the current river course, another one ﬂowing
through the main road of Martigny-Bourg and the
third one following the base of the mountain to the
South. However, the distinction of the two latter
branches is impossible given the local topography.
This shows how careful one must be when using historical data for precise mapping. However, the existence of three distinct branches is probable when
looking to the Napoléon map (older than the 1818
event), on which diﬀerent channels can be observed,
but not at the exact position described by Bridel (1818).
Geomorphologically, the Martigny area is a large
alluvial fan with a very gentle slope and without any
micro-topography. The area has been largely urbanized
since 1818 and thus no morphological signs of the outburst can be observed. The only information comes
thus from historical data. According to Bridel (1818)
and Escher de la Linth (1818), all the area was covered
by a thick layer of silt and huge quantities of wood.
They also report that, downstream Martigny, the

ﬂood divided again into several branches and reached
the Rhone River in diﬀerent points on a distance of
more than 4 km. The hydraulic modeling of the ﬂood
by Ancey et al. (2019a, 2019b) shows that the water
could have even reached the area of Charrat to the
North-East. However, in absence of the exact former
topography in the plain, the hydraulic model should
be used cautiously here. From this, we represented
the ﬂood with two blue levels in this sector (See Main
map). The dark blue indicates the main branches and
the light blue the sectors where the water depth was
probably a bit lower. This distinction is however very
hypothetical between the city and the Rhone River.
Finally, 26 of the 34 casualties occurred in Martigny,
despite the water depth was much lower and the velocities slower than in the villages located upstream in
the Bagnes valley. This was due to the late activation
of the alarm system in Martigny (Payot, 2019; Payot
et al., 2018) and to the fact that the escape lane to
higher altitudes was longer.

5. Discussion
This study presents one of the ﬁrst detailed mapping (if
not the ﬁrst) of a glacier outburst ﬂood event, by the
combination of historical and geomorphological data.
If historical data present sometimes bias or exaggerations, the interpretation of geomorphological signs
contains however also some uncertainties. First,
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without any dating, the attribution of any deposit to the
1818 disaster can be uncertain. Indeed, the sediments
could have been deposited by more recent ﬂoods.
This is possible at a reasonable distance of the river
or where the altitude diﬀerence with the current river
is below few meters. Indeed, no similar outburst
ﬂood occurred after 1818, and the ﬂood caused by
meteorological events are more than one order of magnitude lower (the current centennial discharge is estimated at 230 m3/s, considering the retention by the
hydroelectric infrastructure). Where the deposits are
located several meters above the river bed and present
old facies (forest, lichens on the block surface, etc.),
their attribution to the 1818 disaster is probable, even
if they could possibly correspond to the 1595 outburst
ﬂood. Second, the morphology of the valley has been
shaped all along the Holocene, from the retreat of the
glaciers. Deposition and erosion phases by the river
have alternated, a story which results in the ﬁeld in
the succession of terraces. The attribution of any terrace to a single event is thus tricky. In addition, an erosion edge caused by the 1818 ﬂood can have evolved
then by regressive erosion and thus indicates not
necessarily the outline of the ﬂood and the water
height. That is why the erosion edges represented on
the map do not always follow the ﬂood limits. Third,
ﬁnding traces of a disaster that occurred 200 years
before is not an easy task, particularly in an inhabited
valley. Because the economy of the valley was essentially agricultural, the local population rapidly intervened to restore the devastated agricultural lands, by
leveling the sediment deposits and removing the blocks
where it was possible. Vegetation has also colonized
eroded sections or sediment deposits, and new
accumulations from the valley slope (rock falls, debris
ﬂows) or by recent ﬂoods can have partially recovered
the traces of the 1818 event. Finally, the calculation of
the water depths does not consider any changes in the
height of the river bed after 1818, due to variations in
the sediment transport by the Drance River after the
Little Ice Age (Ballantyne, 2002; Costa et al., 2018;
Lane et al., 2017), and to the building of the Mauvoisin
hydroelectric dam in the middle of the twentieth century in the head of the valley. In addition, accounts
on the water depth observed during the ﬂood could
generally not be used as such because generally too
imprecise and, sometimes, exaggerated. For all these
reasons, uncertainties naturally exist about the ﬂood
outline and the water depths, but error quantiﬁcation
is diﬃcult. For water depths, we can estimate it at
less than 1 m in Martigny-Bourg, thanks to precise historical sources (‘the water reached the ﬁrst ﬂoor’), at
about 2 m in localities like Sembrancher, Le Châble,
Champsec and Bonatchiesse, where diﬀerent historical
and geomorphological sources could be crossed, and at
3 meters in other locations where fewer sources exist
and/or no geomorphological traces have subsisted.
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In their study on the Giétro event, Ancey et al.
(2019a, 2019b) made a comparison between their
numerical simulation and the map of the ﬂood carried
out by Corboz (2015), and concluded that both
approaches gave generally similar results, although
the simulations showed in most locations wider ﬂood
extent. The map of Corboz (2015) was a preliminary
work, which was improved in the present study. It
gave notably underestimated ﬂood extent in several
sectors. The diﬀerences between the map proposed
here and simulations of Ancey et al. (2019a, 2019b)
are thus reduced. This indicates the reliability of a manual approach, provided that the observation data – both
geomorphological and historical – are suﬃcient.
Regarding the water depths, the values calculated on
cross-proﬁles in the present study and those modeled
by Ancey et al. (2019a, 2019b) show sensible diﬀerences. Whereas the results are similar in the wide sections (Bonatchiesse, Champsec, Sembrancher,
Martigny), substantial diﬀerences appear in some narrower sectors. Considering the uncertainties inherent
to both methods, the global results show however
high coherence.

6. Conclusion
This study has presented an innovative method for
mapping past ﬂood events by the combining of historical and geomorphological data. It has shown the
beneﬁts of crossing human sciences (history) and natural sciences (geomorphology) for the understanding
and the reconstruction of old catastrophic events. In
the present case, historical data gave generally information on the destruction of buildings or agricultural
parcels, and sometimes on the course of the wave, but
rarely indicated the outlines of the ﬂood. Besides,
such information was generally available only for a
few numbers of places, i.e. mainly where the economic
activity resided. For the rest of the territory, the only
possibility of ﬁnding indicators of the ﬂood lied in the
ﬁne analysis of the relief and of the landforms. Both
types of sources completed thus each other. In some
cases, geomorphological and topographical data were
used to validate the historical data, whereas in other
cases, the outline of the ﬂood could be clariﬁed thanks
to historical sources. Finally, to pass from the data collected to a map, the mobilization of cartographic tools
was necessary, in particular the use of GIS. Mapping
historical natural disasters such as the Giétro outburst
ﬂood is thus eminently interdisciplinary.
Risks presented by glacier lakes may increase locally
in the future, highlighting the need for mapping past
ﬂood events in given valleys. The similarity of results
obtained through numerical simulations and manual
mapping has shown that using both historical and geomorphological data for outlining a past ﬂood can be an
alternative to modeling. The Giétro disaster is one of
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the world’s most documented glacial lake outburst
ﬂood. Reproducing the methodology for other events
can thus probably be possible only for rare cases,
because of the potential paucity of archive data. However, this study has shown the beneﬁt of a thorough
analysis of the local geomorphology for reconstructing
past ﬂood events. We can also expect that a better combining of observation data with numerical modeling
could improve such reconstructions.
Regarding the Giétro disaster, future works intend
to analyze additional geomorphological data registered
in damage reports in order to improve knowledge on
the hydro-morphologic behavior of the wave at the
scale of the villages as it has already been done in Sembrancher (Reynard et al., 2019). Sedimentological
investigations, including dating, should also be crossed
with archeological data on the alluvial fan of the
Dranse River in Martigny, not only for a better understanding of the course of the wave (various branches),
but also for ﬁnding possible traces of older disasters,
such as the 1595 outburst ﬂood.

Software
The map was created with the software ArcGIS 10.5.
Diﬀerent base layers were used: historical maps, actual
topographic maps, orthophotos and high resolution
digital elevation model. Diﬀerent layers were then created: ﬂood extension, boulder deposits, erosion edges,
bridges destroyed, buildings destroyed. The ﬁrst stage
of edition was done in the edition window of ArcGIS.
The ﬁnal edition of the map was carried out with
Adobe Illustrator CC 2017.
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